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DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION OFMEASURE PHENOMENON S. G. Bobkov y and C. Houdre zJuly 24, 1995AbstractFor product probability measures n, we obtain necessary and sucient con-ditions (in terms of ) for dimension free isoperimetric inequalities of the formn(A+ h[ 1; 1]n)  Rh(n(A)) to hold; for a function R such that R(p) > p, forall (some) p 2 (0; 1), and for h > 0 large enough. Some questions related to theconcentration of measure phenomenon are also discussed.1 IntroductionLet  be a probability measure on the real line R, and let n be the n{fold tensorproduct of  with itself. Given a notion of enlargement enl(A) for sets A, inequalitiesof isoperimetric type have the formn(enl(A))  R(n)((A)):Moreover, if R = R(n) is dimension free, such inequalities are often viewed as concentra-tion inequalities. One question of interest which will be addressed here is, whether ornot, there exists such a function R (of course, such that R(p) > p). Besides the measure,the answer essentially depends on the enlargement. Usually, it is built with the help ofa metric, say , by puttingenl(A) = Ah = fx 2 Rn : (x; a)  h for some a 2 Ag;Key words: Concentration of measure, IsoperimetryyResearch supported in part by ISF NXZ000, NXZ300 and Grant No. 94{1.4{57 from the GrantCenter of Fundamental Sciences in Sankt{Petersburg UniversityzResearch supported in part by an NSF Postdoctoral Fellowship. This author enjoyed the hos-pitality of the Steklov Mathematical Institute (Sankt{Petersburg branch) and of the Department ofMathematics, University of Syktyvkar, Russia, while part of this research was carried out.1
DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION 2where h > 0 is a xed number (for A compact, Ah is the closed h{neighbourhood of Awith respect to ). To consider the weakest possible type of enlargement, we equip Rnwith the supremum distance 1(x; y) = sup1in jxi   yijand consider the value R(n)h (p) = infn(A)pn(Ah); (1:1)where the inmum is taken over all the Borel sets of measure n(A)  p, p 2 (0; 1).Note here that if A is Borel measurable, so is Ah, hence (1.1) is well{dened. For othertypes of metrics this is not necessarily true, and therefore one rather takes the innermeasure in (1.1). In his work on isoperimetry, M.Talagrand [4, Proposition 5.1] madethe following observation: if infnR(n)h (1=2) > 1=2, then  has nite exponential moment,that is, ZR exp("jxj) d(x) < +1;for some " > 0. In proving this result, he studied the behavior of n(Ah) for the cubesA. As it turns out, also studying enlargements of cubes allows us to nd necessaryand sucient conditions for the concentration inequality n(Ah)  R((A)), to hold forsome R such that R(p) > p.Denition 1.1 A non{decreasing function U : (0;+1)  ! [0;+1) is called a modu-lus, if for all positive a and b, U(a+ b)  U(a) + U(b).In addition, if U(0+) = 0, then U is a usual modulus of continuity (U is necessarilycontinuous). Clearly, if U is a modulus, then for some a; b  0, U(h)  a + bh,whenever h > 0.Denition 1.2 A function U dened on some interval   R, (nite or not, closed oropen, or semi{open) generates a nite modulus, if for all (equivalently, for some) h > 0,U(h) = supfjU(x)  U(y)j : x; y 2 ; jx  yj  hg < +1:Clearly U, above, is a modulus and U generates a nite modulus if and only if for somea; b  0, jU(x)  U(y)j  a+ bjx  yj, whenever x; y 2 .Now dene the function U as follows:U(x) = F 1  11 + exp( x)! ; x 2 R;where F(x) = (( 1; x]) is the distribution function of the measure , and whereF 1 (p) = inffx 2 R : F(x)  pg; p 2 (0; 1);
DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION 3is the minimal quantile of order p of . The map U transforms the logistic distribution (given by (( 1; x]) = 1=(1 + exp( x))) into the probability measure .Theorem 1.3 Let p 2 (0; 1). There exists h > 0 such that infnR(n)h (p) > p, if and onlyif U generates a nite modulus. In this case, setting h = U(h), we haveinfn R(n)h (p)  pp+ (1   p) exp( h) (1:2)with equality for  = . In particular, the following alternative holds: either infnR(n)h (p)= p, for all h > 0, or infnR(n)h (p)! 1, as h! +1.Let n, n  1 be a sequence of independent random variables, dened on some probabilityspace (
;F ;P), and with common distribution .Remark 1.4 When  = , the right-hand side of (1.2) is simply Pf1  mp(1)  hg,where mp(1) = F 1 (p) is the quantile of order p of the random variable 1. Let f :Rn ! R be a Lipschitz function, of Lipschitz constant at most 1 (with respect to 1),and let  = f(1;    ; n). Applying (1.2) to sets of the form ff  const:g, it easilyfollows that Pf  mp()  hg  Pf1  mp(1)  hg;for all p 2 (0; 1) and h > 0. This is equivalent to saying that there exists a Lipschitzfunction Lf : R ! R such that the random variables  and Lf (1) are identicallydistributed (for details, see [3]). Thus, the distribution of any Lipschitz function f withrespect to n is a Lipschitz image of .Let us now give another equivalent wording for the concentration property infnR(n)h (p) >p.Theorem 1.5 Let p 2 (0; 1). There exists h > 0 such that infnR(n)h (p) > p, if and onlyif the following two conditions hold:1a) supnVar maxf1;    ; ng < +1;2a) supnVar minf1;    ; ng < +1:Equivalently, and more generally, if and only if for any xed   1,1b) supnE jmaxf1;    ; ng  Emaxf1;    ; ngj < +1;2b) supnE jminf1;    ; ng  Eminf1;    ; ngj < +1.Moreover, in 1b) and 2b) the second expectations can be replaced by the quantiles of orderp 2 (0; 1).The properties 1a), 2a) are just 1b), 2b) for  = 2. If the distribution  is symmetricabout a point, then 1a) and 2a) (and more generally, 1b) and 2b)) are equivalent, and
DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION 4thus they are separately characterized in terms of the notion of modulus. It is thennatural to ask if there exist necessary and sucient condition for 1b) to hold (in thegeneral non{symmetric case). We discuss this question, when  = 1, in Section 5 whereit is proved that supnE jmaxf1;    ; ng   Emaxf1;    ; ngj < +1 if and only ifE j1j < +1, and the function U generates a nite modulus on the interval [0;+1).This characterization is then applied in Section 6 to prove:Theorem 1.6 Let  be a random variable with values in (0; 1), and with distributionfunction F. Then, E n = O 1n ; as n!1; (1:3)if and only if there exist a; b  0 such that, for all 1=2  p  q < 1,Z qp 11  t dF(t)  a+ b log 1  p1  q : (1:4)The proofs of Theorem 1.3 and 1.5 are respectively given in Section 3 and 4, whileSection 5 leads to the proof of Theorem 1.6 in Section 6. In Section 7, and in contrastto the alternative mentioned in Theorem 1.3, it is shown that R(n)h (p)! 1, as h! +1,when n is xed (to be more precise, this property is proved in an abstract metric space).We start (Section 2) by giving some characterizations of the concentration of measurephenomenon for the sequence of maxima.2 Concentration of maximaLet n, n  1, be a sequence of independent random variables with a common distri-bution function F . Let Mn = maxf1;    ; ng, and let L() be the law (distribution)of a random variable. Below, we also use the standard notations x+ = max(x; 0); x  =max( x; 0).Proposition 2.1 The following are equivalent:1a) for some p 2 (0; 1) and h 2 R, infnPfMn  mp(Mn)  hg > p;1b) for some p 2 (0; 1) and h 2 R, supnPfMn  mp(Mn)  hg < p;2a) for any p 2 (0; 1), there exists h 2 R such that infnPfMn  mp(Mn)  hg > p;2b) for any p 2 (0; 1), there exists h 2 R such that supnPfMn  mp(Mn)  hg < p;3a) for all p 2 (0; 1), infnPfMn  mp(Mn)  hg ! 1, as h! +1;3b) for all p 2 (0; 1), supnPfMn  mp(Mn)  hg ! 0, as h!  1;
DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION 54) for a sequence of real numbers an, supnPfjMn   anj > hg ! 0, as h! +1, that is,the sequence of laws L(Mn   an) is tight (i.e., it forms a precompact set in the space ofprobability measures on R equipped with the weak convergence topology);5) for all (equivalently, for some) p; q 2 (0; 1), supn jmp(Mn) mq(Mn)j < +1;6) for all (equivalently, for some) a 2 R, the function U(x) = F 1(1=(1 + exp( x))),x  a, generates a nite modulus;7) for all (equivalently, for some) a 2 R, the function V (x) = F 1(exp(  exp( x))),x  a, generates a nite modulus. In addition, for any p 2 (0; 1), and h > 0,supn PfMn  mp(Mn) > V p (h)g  PfZ  mp(Z) > hg; (2:1)where Z is a random variable with distribution function PfZ  xg = exp(  exp( x)),and where V p is a modulus generated by V on the interval [  log log(1=p);+1);8) for any p 2 (0; 1), there exists " > 0 such that supnE expf"(Mn mp(Mn))g < +1;9) for all (equivalently, for some)   1, and for all (equivalently, for some) p 2 (0; 1),supnE ((Mn  mp(Mn))+) < +1.Proof of Proposition 2.1.1a) =) 7): Let p and h > 0 be such thatq = infn PfMn  mp(Mn)  hg > p;that is, such that F (F 1(p1=n) + h)  q1=n. By the very denition of F 1, p and h aresuch that F 1(p1=n) + h  F 1(q1=n), which is rewrittenF 1(q1=n)  F 1(p1=n)  h: (2:2)Putting a =   log log(1=p), b =   log log(1=q), (2.2) can also be rewritten asV (b+ log(n))  V (a+ log(n))  h; (2:3)which holds for all n  1. Clearly, V is a non{decreasing function on R, and from (2.3),it follows that,V p (h) = supfV (y)  V (x) : a  x  y; y   x  hg < +1; (2:4)whenever h > 0. Now, x any real number c such that 1 < c < exp(b   a), andlet n0 = n0(a; b) be any positive integer such that log(n0 + 1)   log(n0)  b   a and(exp(b  a)  c)n0  1. Let a  x  y. If x < a+ log(n0), then one has the estimateV (y)  V (x) = (V (y)  V (a+ log(n0)) + (V (a+ log(n0))  V (x)) (V (y)  V (a+ log(n0))) + V (a+ log(n0)):
DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION 6Hence,supfV (y)  V (x) : a  x  y; y   x  hg supfV (y)  V (x) : a+ log(n0)  x  y; y   x  hg+ V (a+ log(n0)):Note that for non{decreasing functions V , the property "V generates a nite moduluson [a;+1)" does not depend on a. Therefore, in order to prove (2.1), without loss ofgenerality it is assumed that a + log(n0)  x  y. Now dene a sequence nk, k  1,recursively, in the following way: let n1 be the largest integer such that a+ log(n1)  x.If k  1, let nk+1 be the largest integer such that a + log(nk+1)  b + log(nk). By thedenition of n0, we then have n0  nk < nk+1, for all k  1, since a + log(nk + 1) b+ log(nk) for, nk  n0, provided a+ log(n0 + 1)  b+ log(n0).Denote by K the smallest k such that b + log(nk)  y. Since, by construction, theintervals [a+ log(nk); b+ log(nk)], 1  k  K, cover the interval [x; y], we getV (y)  V (x)  KXk=1 V (b+ log(nk))  V (a+ log(nk))  CK;where C = supn V (b+ log(n)) V (a+ log(n)). Our aim is now to nd an estimate of Kdepending on y  x; we would then have an estimate for V (y)  V (x) in terms of y  x.Denote by [u] the integer part of a real u. Then, nk+1 = heb anki, hencenk+1  eb ank   1  cnk;since nk  n0 and exp(b  a)n0  cn0. By induction, it is easy to see that nk  ck 1n1,that is, log(nk)  (k   1) log(c) + log(n1). Thus, the inequality b+ log(nk)  y followsfrom b + (k   1) log(c) + log(n1)  y, which holds if k  1 + (y   b   log(n1))= log(c).By the denition of n1, we also have log(n1)  x  a, so it suces to take k  1+ ((y x)  (b  a))= log(c). Hence,K  2 + (y   x)  (b  a)log(c)  2 + y   xlog(c) ;and (2.1) is proved for all p 2 (0; 1).To prove the second part of 7), x p 2 (0; 1), h > 0, and set q = PfZ  mp(Z)  hg,a =   log log(1=p), b =   log log(1=q). Then, as easily checked, b a = h. As previouslyseen, inequalities of the formPfMn  mp(Mn)  V p (h)g  q (2:5)are equivalent to V (b+ log(n))  V (a+ log(n))  V p (h)
DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION 7(this is (2.3) with V p (h) instead of h). Since b  a = h, the above inequality holds trueby the very denition of V p . It just remains to note that (2.5) and (2.1) coincide.The rst part of 7 =) 1a): Let a =   log log(1=p). Then, as shown in the previoussteps, 1a) holds if and only if (2.4) holds for some b > a, some h > 0, and all n  1.But (2.4) holds for all b > a and h > 0 since V (b+ log(n)) V (a+ log(n))  V p (b  a).1a)() 2a) is clear recalling the above description and noting that, for a non{decreasingfunction V , the property "V generates a nite modulus on [a;+1)" does not dependon a.6)() 7). Note that U(x) = V (T (x)), where T (x) =   log(exp(e x)   1). Then, T isan increasing bijection fromR to R, and has a nite Lipschitz constant on every interval[a;+1), and similarly, for its inverse T 1. Therefore, U generates a nite modulus on[a;+1) if and only if V generates a nite modulus on [a;+1).1a);2a);3a)() 1b);2b);3b): Simply note (recalling (2.2)) that, for all 0 < p < q < 1and all h > 0.PfMn  mp(Mn)  hg  q () PfMn  mq(Mn)   hg  p:7) =) 3a) =) 2a) =) 1a): Indeed, (2.1) implies 3a) which is stronger than 2a) whichis stronger than 1a).1a);2a);3a)() 5): Note that mp(Mn) = F 1(p1=n). Then, as previously shown (see(2.2)), for all 0 < p < q < 1, and h > 0, mq(Mn)   mp(Mn)  h is equivalent toPfMn  mp(Mn)  hg  q.3a);3b) =) 4): Take an = mp(Mn).4) =) 1a): By assumption, there exists h0 such that PfjMn   anj > h0g < 1=2, for alln  1. Hence, for p = 1=2, we have jmp(Mn)  anj  h0. Therefore,supn PfMn  mp(Mn) > hg  supn PfMn   an > h  h0g ! 0; as h! +1:7) =) 8) Clear by (2.1).8) =) 9) Immediate.9) =) 3a) Use Chebyshev's inequality.Proposition 2.1 is proved.
DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION 83 Proof of Theorem 1.3Necessity. Assume that there exist h > 0, and 0 < p < q < 1, such that infnR(n)h (p) q. Thus, for all integers n  1 and for all Borel sets A  Rn with n(A)  p, we haven(Ah)  q: (3:1)Let n, n  1, be a sequence of independent random variables with a common distribu-tion function F, and let Mn = maxf1;    ; ng. First, apply the inequality (3.1) to thecubes An(p) = ( 1; F 1 (p1=n)]n. Since n(An(p)) = F n (F 1 (p1=n))  p, we getPfMn  mp(Mn)  hg = F n (F 1 (p1=n) + h) = n(An(p)h)  q;that is, the property 1a) from Proposition 2.1 is fullled. Therefore, so is the property6): the function U generates a nite modulus on the interval [0;+1). Now, apply (3.1)to the cubes Bn(p) = [ F 1 (1   p1=n);+1)n. In a similar way, we observe that theproperty 1a) from Proposition 2.1 is satised for the random variables  n, n  1, whosedistribution function is given by G(x) = 1   F(( x) ). Since G 1(p) =  F 1 (1   p),we obtain the property 6) for the functionW (x) = G 1(1=(1 + exp( x))) =  F 1 (1  1=(1 + exp( x))) =  U( x):The above identity implies that W generates a nite modulus on the interval [0;+1) ifand only if U generates a nite modulus on the interval ( 1; 0]. Thus, U generates anite modulus on the intervals [0;+1) and ( 1; 0], and therefore it generates a nitemodulus on the whole real line.Suciency. It is known that, for the measure  with (( 1; x]) = 1=(1 + exp( x)),n(Ah)  pp + (1  p) exp( h) ; (3:2)whenever n(A)  p, with equality at the standard half-spaces A = fx : x1  constg(dierent proofs of (3.2) can respectively be found in [1] and in [2, Corollary 15.3]).Introduce the function i(x1;    ; xn) = (U(x1);    ; U(xn)) which transforms n inton. Let h > 0, h = U(h). Observe the following inclusion: for any set A  Rn,i 1(A)h  i 1 Ah : (3:3)Indeed, if x 2 (i 1(A))h, then for some y 2 i 1(A) we have 1(x; y)  h, that is,jxk   ykj  h, for all 1  k  n. Since i(y) = (U(y1);    ; U(yn)) 2 A and sincejU(xk)   U(yk)j  h, we get 1(i(x); i(y))  h, and therefore i(x) 2 Ah, hence,
DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION 9x 2 i 1 Ah. Now, combine (3.2) and (3.3) to prove (1.2). Let n(A) = n(i 1(A))  p.Then, n Ah = n i 1(Ah)  n i 1(A)h  pp + (1  p) exp( h) :Theorem 1.1 is proved.4 Proof of Theorem 1.5Suciency. Assume that 1b) is true. Then, for the sequence an = EMn, or an =mp(Mn), Chebyshev's inequality implies that supnPfjMn   anj > hg ! 0, as h !+1. Hence, the property 4) of Proposition 2.1 holds true. Therefore, the function Ugenerates a nite modulus on the interval [0;+1). The assumption 2b) is just 1b) forthe sequence ( n), n  1, hence, again by Proposition 2.1, the function U generatesa nite modulus on the interval ( 1; 0]. As a result, U generates a nite modulus onthe whole real line. It now remains to make use of Theorem 1.3 to obtain the suciencypart of the proof.Necessity. As before, let Mn = maxf1;    ; ng. Let n, n  1, be a sequence ofindependent random variables with common (logistic) distribution , and let Zn =maxf1;    ; ng. Since U transforms  into , Mn and U(Zn) are identically dis-tributed. Therefore, E jMn  M 0nj = E jU(Zn)  U(Z 0n)j; (4:1)where (M 0n; Z 0n) is an independent copy of (Mn; Zn). By Theorem 1.3, there exist con-stants a; b  0 such that jU(x)   U(y)j  a + bjx   yj, whenever x; y 2 R. thus, forall   1, the left{hand side of (4.1) is bounded when n!1, if the same is true of Zninstead of Mn. That is, we reduced our tentative proof to the case  = . So, one mayassume that n = n, and that Mn = Zn, for all n. By Remark 1.4 (in the particular casewhere f(x) = max1kn xk), there exist Lipschitz functions Ln : R! R, such that therandom variables Mn and Ln(1) are identically distributed (of course, in this particularcase, this is easily veried directly). Therefore, for all n  1,E jMn  M 0nj = E jLn(1)  Ln(01)j  E j1   01j = C;where 01 is an independent copy of 1. Now by Holder's inequality,E jMn  EMnj = E jE0 (Mn(!)  M 0n(!0))j  E jMn  M 0nj  C;where E0 is taken with respect to the random variable M 0n. This proves 1b). Theproperty 2b) is proved in a similar way, taking into account that  is symmetric about0.
DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION 10In order to prove the last statement on the quantiles, one can apply (1.2) to thecubes fx : xi  const for all i  ng. This givesPfMn  mp(Mn) > hg  Pf1  mp(1) > hg;PfMn  mp(Mn) <  hg  Pf1  mp(1) <  hg;for all p 2 (0; 1), h > 0. Since h  a+ bh, these inequalities immediately imply thatsupn E jMn  mp(Mn)j < +1:Theorem 1.5 follows.5 Concentration of maxima in L1{normAgain, let n, n  1, be a sequence of independent random variables with a commondistribution function F (which is assumed right{continuous). The associated measurewill be also denoted by F , and again Mn = maxf1;    ; ng.The function F 1(p) = inffx 2 R : F (x)  pg;which is the minimal quantile of order p of F , is well-dened on (0; 1), non{decreasingand left{continuous. It therefore generates a non{negative Lebesgue{Stieltjes measureon (0; 1) which we also denote by F 1. In particular, F 1([a; b)) = F 1(b) F 1(a), for0 < a  b < 1. For example, if F = x (as measures) is a unit mass at a point x, thenF 1(p) = x, for all p 2 (0; 1), hence as a measure, F 1 = 0. If F is a Bernoulli measure,F = 12x + 12y, x < y, and then F 1 = (y   x)1=2.We return to Theorem 1.5 to express the property 1b), for  = 1, in terms of F 1.Theorem 5.1 The following are equivalent:1) supnE jMn  EMnj < +1;2) R 10 pn(1   p) dF 1(p) = O  1n ; as n!1;3) R 10 p(1 p) dF 1(p) < +1, and there exist a; b  0 such that, for all 1=2  p  q < 1,F 1(q)  F 1(p)  a+ b log 1  p1  q : (5:1)The condition (5.1) in 3) expresses the fact that the function U(x) = F 1(1=(1 +exp( x)) generates a nite modulus on the interval [0;+1). This implies that E +1 <+1, and moreover E exp("1) < +1, for some " > 0. But this says nothing about thebehavior of F at  1. This behavior is regulated by the rst condition in 3) which isequivalent to E j1j < +1.
DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION 11Before proving this theorem, we prove an elementary lemma. Below, the right integralin (5.3) is taken over the semi{open interval [p1=n; 1) (the measure F 1 can have anatom at the point p1=n); while the right integral in (5.4) is taken over the open interval(0; p1=n).Lemma 5.2 Let M 0n be an independent copy of Mn, p 2 (0; 1). Then,E jMn  M 0nj = 2 Z 10 tn(1  tn) dF 1(t): (5:2)E (Mn  mp(Mn))+ = Z 1p1=n(1  tn) dF 1(t): (5:3)E (Mn  mp(Mn))  = Z p1=n0 tn dF 1(t): (5:4)Proof. We use the following identityZ 10 h(F 1(t)) dt = Z +1 1 h(x) dF (x); (5:5)where h is an arbitrary non{negative Borel measurable function on the real line. Toprove (5.5), it suces to verify it on the indicator functions h = (x;y], x < y. Theright{hand side of (5.5) becomes F (y)  F (x), while the left{hand side is the length ofthe interval of all points t 2 (0; 1) such that x < F 1(t)  y. But, by the very denitionof F 1, these inequalities are equivalent to F (x) < t  F (y). This proves (5.5). Now by(5.5),E jMn  M 0nj = ZR ZR jx  yj dF (x)ndF (y)n = 2 Z Zx<y (y   x) dF (x)ndF (y)n= 2 Z Z0<t<s<1(F 1(s)  F 1(t)) dtndsn:Since F 1(t) is left{continuous, an integration by parts over t while s 2 (0; 1) is xed,and taking into account that tF 1(t)! 0, as t! 0+, givesZ s0 (F 1(s)  F 1(t)) dtn = Z s0 tn dF 1(t):Hence, by Fubini's Theorem,Z Z0<t<s<1(F 1(s)  F 1(t)) dtndsn = Z Z0<t<s<1 tn dF 1(t)dsn = Z 10 tn(1  tn) dF 1(t):
DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION 12This, in turn, proves (5.2). Analogously, since mp(Mn) = F 1(p1=n),E (Mn  mp(Mn))+ = ZR(x  F 1(p1=n))+ dF (x)n = Z 1p1=n(F 1(t)  F 1(p1=n)) dtn= Z[p1=n;1)(1   tn) dF 1(t):E (Mn  mp(Mn))  = ZR(x  F 1(p1=n))  dF (x)n = Z p1=n0 (F 1(p1=n)  F 1(t)) dtn= Z p1=n0 tn dF 1(t);and the lemma is proved.Proof of Theorem 5.1. The conditions 1), 2) and 3) require E j1j < +1, so this isassumed throughout. In particular, t(1  t)F 1(t)! 0, as t! 0+ and as t! 1 .1)() 2). Clearly, for all t 2 (0; 1),nt2n 1(1  t)  tn(1  tn)  ntn(1  t): (5:6)Therefore, by (5.2), the property 2) is equivalent to A = supnE jMn  M 0nj < +1.Indeed, by the right inequality in (5.6), 2A  B = supn hn R 10 tn(1   t) dF 1(t)i. Now,by the left inequality in (5.6), for k = 2n   1 odd,k Z 10 tk(1  t) dF 1(t)  2n Z 10 t2n 1(1  t) dF 1(t)  2 Z 10 tn(1   tn) dF 1(t)  A;while for k = 2n even,k Z 10 tk(1   t) dF 1(t)  k Z 10 tk 1(1   t) dF 1(t) = 2n Z 10 t2n 1(1   t) dF 1(t)  A;as above. Therefore, B  A. Then, it remains to note thatE jMn  EMnj  E jMn  M 0nj  2E jMn  EMnj:1) =) 3) This is clear from Proposition 2.1, since the property 9) holds with  = 1.3) =) 1). By Theorem 1.5, this result is true for F symmetric about a point, andwe have reduced the general case to the symmetric one. Let p = 1=2. Let F0 be thedistribution function which (as a measure) is symmetric about the median m = mp(1)and such that F0(x) = F (x), for all x  m. Therefore, F 10 (t) = F 1(t), for allt 2 [1=2; 1). By assumption, the function U0(x) = F 10 (1=(1 + exp( x)) generates anite modulus on the interval [0;+1), hence, since U0( x) =  U0(x), for all x real, it
DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION 13generates a nite modulus on the whole real line. Hence, by Theorem 1.5, the property1) of Theorem 5.1 holds true with respect to F0. Thus,supn E jQn  Q0nj < +1;where Qn = maxf1;    ; ng, where (n)n1 are independent random variables withcommon distribution function F0, and where Q0n is an independent copy of Qn. Aswell-known, for p = 1=2, E jQn  mp(Qn)j  E jQn  EQnj;hence, supnE jQn mp(Qn)j < +1. Thus, (5.3) and (5.4) imply that for some constantC, and for all n, E (Qn  mp(Qn))+ = Z 1p1=n(1   tn) dF 10 (t)  C; (5:7)E (Qn  mp(Qn))  = Z p1=n0 tn dF 10 (t)  C: (5:8)Since p1=n  1=2, we have F 10 (t) = F 1(t), for all t 2 [p1=n; 1), and therefore (5.7) issatised for Mn and F instead of Qn and F0. For similar reasons, the sequenceZ p1=n1=2 tn dF 10 (t) = Z p1=n1=2 tn dF 1(t)is bounded. But Z 1=20 tn dF 1(t)  Z 1=20 t dF 1(t) = E  1 < +1;hence, (5.8) is also satised for Mn and F instead of Qn and F0 (maybe with a dierentconstant C 0). Again, by (5.3) and (5.4), we have that the sequenceE jMn  mp(Mn)j = E (Mn  mp(Mn))+ +E (Mn  mp(Mn)) is bounded. As a result,E jMn  M 0nj  E jMn  mp(Mn)j+E jM 0n  mp(Mn)j = 2E jMn  mp(Mn)jis also bounded, and so is the sequence E jMn  EMnj. Theorem 5.1 follows.
DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION 146 Proof of Theorem 1.6We start by proving another elementary lemma.Lemma 6.1 For any non{negative Lebesgue{Stieltjes measure  on (0; 1), there existsa distribution function F such that F 1 =  (as measures).Proof. Let H(p) = ([1=2; p)), for 1=2  p < 1, and let H(p) =  ([p; 1=2)), for0  p  1=2. Clearly, H is non{decreasing and left{continuous. Now, it suces to nda distribution function F with F 1(p) = H(p), for all p 2 (0; 1). But, one can chooseF (x) = supfp 2 (0; 1) : H(p)  xg;(with the convention sup ; = 0). The sup above can be replaced by max, since H isleft{continuous. Therefore, F (x)  p() H(q)  x, for some q  p, henceF 1(p) = minfx 2 R : F (x)  pg = minfx 2 R : H(q)  x; for some q  pg = H(p):Lemma 6.1 follows.Let us now come back to the proof of Theorem 1.6. By Lemma 6.1, it is possible to ndF such that the Radon{Nikodym derivativedF(p)dF 1(p) = 1   p; 0 < p < 1;and then, the equivalence between (1.3) and (1.4) becomes the equivalence betweenthe properties 2) and 3) in Theorem 5.1. Thus, Theorem 1.6 immediately follows fromTheorem 5.1.7 AppendixLet (X; ; ) be a metric space equipped with a Borel probability measure . As inSection 1, dene the open h{neighbourhood of a set A  X asAh = fx 2 Rn : (x; a) < h for some a 2 Ag; h > 0;and the associated ("integral" isoperimetric) functionRh(p) = inf(A)p (Ah); 0 < p < 1;where the inmum is taken over all the Borel sets of measure (A)  p.Theorem 7.1 Rh(p)! 1, as h! +1, whenever p 2 (0; 1).
DIMENSION FREE WEAK CONCENTRATION 15Proof. First note that, given a random variable , there always exists a concave in-creasing function U : [0;+1)! [0;+1), with U(0) = 0, U(+1) = +1, such thatE (U())2 < +1:Now, take  =  (as a random variable on the probability space (X X; 
 )) andtake such a U . Since U is a modulus of continuity, the function d(x; y) = U((x; y)) isalso a metric, and the enlargement AU(h) (with respect to the metric d) coincides withthe enlargement Ah (with respect to the metric ). Hence, one can assume in Theorem7.1 (replacing  by d if needed) that2 = 12 ZX ZX 2(x; y) d(x)d(y) < +1:In particular, on the probability space (X;),Var(f) = 12 ZX ZX jf(x)  f(y)j2 d(x)d(y)  2 < +1;for any Lipschitz function f on X (with Lipschitz constant  1). The functionsfA(x) = dist(x;A) = inff(a; x) : a 2 Agare Lipschitz, of Lipschitz constant at most 1. Therefore, Var(fA)  2, and by de-nition fx 2 X : fA(x) = 0g  p, if (A)  p. But, it is easy to verify that for anynon{negative random variable  with Var()  2, and f = 0g  p,E   c(p) = s p1  p :Hence, by Chebyshev's inequality, for all h > 0,ffA  c(p) + hg  2h2 : (7:1)Since the right{hand side of (7.1) does not depend on A, and since Ah = fx 2 X :fA(x) < hg, we have, for h > c(p),1  Rh(p)  2(h  c(p))2 ! 0; as h! +1:This proves Theorem 7.1.The statement of Theorem 7.1 remains true if the metric is replaced by a pseudo{metric such that (x; y) < +1, for almost all (x; y) with respect to measure 
. In Section
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